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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

The present cause is before the Commission on a Motion to Dismiss filed herein by the

respondents.   The parties have submitted briefs in connection with and response to the motions,

which serves as the record in this matter, along with the December 16, 2011, correspondence of

claimant’s attorney with the accompanying November 16, 2011, report of Dr. Jared Justin Seale.  The

brief of the claimant was received by the Commission on February 27, 2012; that of respondent #2,

the Second Injury Fund, was received on January 17, 2012; and that of respondents #1 was received

on February 10, 2012.



DISCUSSION

The claimant sustained an injury within the course and scope of his employment with

respondent #1 on May 11, 2005.  The claimant’s left foot injury from the May 11, 2005, accident was

accepted as compensable and appropriate corresponding workers’ compensation benefits were paid

to and on behalf of the claimant by respondents #1.   A dispute developed regarding the

compensability of the claimant’s low back, which he attributed to the May 11, 2005, work-related

accident.  On June 16, 2006, a hearing was conducted on the afore, and the claimant’s back injury

was ultimately ruled compensable following the appeal process.  On December 18, 2007, respondent

#2, the Second Injury Fund, was joined as a party to the claim by respondents #1.

The claimant underwent a lumbar fusion procedure at L5-S1 under the care of Dr. Jared Justin

Seale on March 30, 2010.  The claimant was released to return to work by Dr. Seale on May 27,

2010, with certain physical limitations.  The claimant was placed at maximum medical improvement

by Dr. Seale on June 30, 2010, and assigned a 12% whole body anatomical impairment.  The claimant

continues to work light duty for respondent #1.  

Although the claimant continued in his employment with respondent #1, he also remains

symptomatic and to receive active medical treatment under the care of Dr. Seale.  The office note

regarding a November 16, 2011, visit by to claimant to Dr. Seale reflects an assessment of status post

L5-S1 revision decompression and fusion on 03/30/10, with pseudoarthrosis of fusion with continued

right side axial back pain.   During the November 16, 2011, office visit of the claimant Dr. Seale

relayed that the CT lumbar spine revealed no significant consolidation of bone in the facet joint,

interbody space or lateral gutters, and concluded that there appeared to be a nonunion of the fusion.

While Dr. Seale did not recommend overt actions or a change to the claimant’s work status at the

time of the November 16, 2011, office visit, the clinic note concluded:



I’ll see him back in 6 months.  At that time I’ll need a CT scan without
contrast of the lumbar spine before that visit to further evaluate the
fusion.

If [t]he CT scan in 6 months doesn’t show a fusion, I most likely will
recommend a revision fusion.

The patient current condition is a result of his initial surgery.  He
currently has a complication of the pseudarthrosis and workers comp
should be liable to continue care of this problem.  Thus, at least 51%
of his current problem is with correctly related to his work injury. 

Respondent #2 initially filed the motion to be dismiss against both the claimant and respondent

#1 on October 17, 2011.  Both the claimant and respondents #1 objected to motion to dismiss.

Respondent #2 pointed out in its motion that the file had been returned to the Commission’s general

files on January 13, 2009, and that there had not been an attempt to prosecute the claim against the

Second Injury Fund by respondents #1 since the January 13, 2009, date.

The claimant noted, in response to the motion of respondent #2 to be dismissed against

respondents #1, that there was not an objection to same in that the Second Injury Fund was bought

in by respondents #1.  Further, the claimant argues that absent a change in circumstances he does not

anticipate having a basis for filing a claim for wage loss disability.  In addressing the dismissal motion

for inactivity filed by respondents #1, the claimant offered that his treating physician has indicated that

the surgical repair of his work-related injury has failed and that additional medical care to repair and

correct the earlier surgery will likely be required.  A time line regarding possible further surgery is

reflected in the November 16, 2011, office note of Dr. Seale.  Accordingly, the claimant argues that

the motion to dismiss of respondents #1 should be denied or at lease held in abeyance until after the

six (6) month period recommended by Dr. Seale.

Respondents #1 argue that dismissal of the claimant’s claim under either the provision of Rule

099.13 of the Rules of the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission or pursuant to Ark. Code



Ann. §11-9-702 (d), is appropriate and warranted.  Respondents #1 maintain that the claimant has

not sought a hearing for over two (2) years, and that the prior decision from the Court of Appeals

became final in 2009.  Respondents #1 noted that they requested and were granted in October 2009

an IME.  Respondents #1 relies on the Court of Appeals ruling in Johnson v. Triple T Foods, 55 Ark.

App. 83, 929 S.W.2d 730 (1996), which upheld the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission’s

decision to dismiss a claim with prejudice where all parties agreed that the claimant was receiving all

benefits to which he was entitled.  In noting the absence of any justiciable issues, the court in Johnson

found dismissal of the claim to be proper.  The present matter is distinguishable from Johnson.  

In the present matter, the compensability of the claimant’s left lower extremity complaints

growing out of the May 11, 2005, work-related accident was never disputed.  The dispute, which

resulted in a hearing request, centered on the claimant’s low back complaints which he attributed to

May 11, 2005, accident.  While there is no evidence in the record to reflect that a Form AR-C was

filed by or on behalf of the claim, a claim for benefits associated with the claimant’s low back

complaints developed when a change of physician was requested by the claimant’s to have his back

examined and respondents #1 only recognizing as compensable the lower extremity injury, denied any

treatment, to include examination, of the back complaint.  

The issue of the compensability of the claimant’s low back claim was litigated and ultimately

found to be compensable.  While the appeal of the compensability of the claimant’s low back claim

was pending, respondents #1 joined respondent #2, the Second Injury Fund, as a party to the claim

on December 18, 2007.

There is not a situation in the present matter of a Form AR-C as a “placeholder” resulting in

the claim remaining open absence a request for a hearing.  The Johnson claim involved a case where

there was the filing of a Form AR-C by the claimant’s attorney while appropriate benefits were being



paid and no justiciable issues identifiable.  

Rule 099.13 of the Rules of the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission provides, in

pertinent part:

Upon meritorious application to the Commission from either party in
an action pending before the Commission, requesting that the claim be
dismissed for want of prosecution, the Commission may, upon
reasonable notice to all parties, enter an order dismissing the claim for
want of prosecution.

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-702 (d), provides:

If within six (6) months after the filing of a claim for additional
compensation, no bonafide request for a hearing has been made with
respect to the claim, the claim may, upon motion and after hearing, if
necessary, be dismissed without prejudice to the refiling of the claim
within the limitation period specified in subsection (b) of this section.

Both respondents note that pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-702 (a)(4), a party is allowed to file

a motion to dismiss any claim without prejudice when such a claim has been filed for more than six

(6) months and not bona fide request for a hearing has been made with respect to that claim.  

Further, Respondent #2 argues that Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-525 (e) and (f) evidence an intent

of the legislature for the Commission to close out the business of the Second Injury Fund as soon as

possible, in that subsection (e) disallows the making of a Second Injury Fund claim on or after

January 1, 2008.  Additionally, respondent #2 maintains subsection (f) constitutes a mandate from

the legislature for all cases of permanent total disability, both past and future, to be transferred to the

Death and Permanent Total Disability Trust Fund.  Respondent #2 noted that the legislature ordered

transfer of all present cases existing on January 1, 2010, and required that all future cases of

permanent total disability be transferred as well.  Respondent #2 attributes that afore as evidencing

strong intent of the legislature for timely disposition of all pending claims against the Second Injury

Fund.



Respondents #1 request that in the event respondent #2 is dismissed due to the claimant’s

failure to prosecute his claim, the Dismissal Order reflect that the liability of respondent #2 can still

be determined in the event the claimant timely re-files his claim since wage loss has not been

requested, and a determination of Second Injury Fund liability is premature.  Respondents #1

appropriately joined respondent #2, the Second Injury Fund, prior to January 1, 2008.

In the present matter following the lumbar surgery, attributable to the May 11, 2005,

compensable injury, the claimant was assessed with a 12% whole body impairment.  On June 30,

2010, the claimant return to the employment of respondent #1 performing limited duty work.  The

claimant has not advanced a claim for wage loss disability benefit, and concedes that given his present

work-situation with respondent-employer, such a claim is not in the offering.  Respondents #1 joined

timely respondent #2 as a party to the claim to be responsible for wage loss disability.  As previously

noted a hearing has not been requested by either party on the wage loss disability issue, without which

the liability of respondent #2, the Second Injury Fund, will never be litigated.  The evidence

preponderates that the issue of wage loss disability is not now ripe for a hearing and may never

develop as a justiciable issue.  According, the motion of respondent #2 to be dismissed as a party to

this claim should be granted.

The claimant remains symptomatic and continued to receive active medical treatment in

connection with the May 11, 2005, compensable injury.  While there has not been a recent hearing

request lodged by the claimant in the present claim, the evidence preponderates that the claimant

continues to receive reasonably necessary medical treatment under the care of Dr. Seale, which is

being furnished by respondents #1.  As noted above, the claimant was most recently seen by Dr. Seale

on November16. 2011, during which time it was ascertained that there was a nonunion of the fusion.

Continued monitoring of the claimant’s lumbar spine was recommended with a follow-up CT scan



in six (6) month.  Should the afore fail to show a fusion, Dr. Seale will recommend a revision of the

fusion.  

The only claim for additional benefits filed in the present matter relates to the initial benefits

relative to the claimant’s back complaints which the claimant attributed to the May 11, 2005,

compensable accident, and respondents #1 denied as compensable.  As previously noted, a claim for

wage loss disability benefits has not been filed by the claimant.  The claimant has remained in the

employment of respondent #1 since his June 30, 2010, release to return to work by Dr. Seale.  The

evidence preponderates that if as anticipated the six (6) month post-November 16, 2011, follow-up

visit with Dr. Seale does not show a fusion a revision fusion will be recommended for the claimant.

In light of the status of this claim, the evidence preponderates that dismissal of the claim for failure

to prosecute is not warranted, is premature at this juncture, and should be denied.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Motion to Dismiss as filed herein by Respondent

#2 should be and herein is granted as against Respondents #1; and that the Motion to Dismiss as filed

herein by Respondents #1 against the claimant should be and herein is denied.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

_____________________________________________
 ANDREW L. BLOOD
 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE                 

       


